
Chamilo C2 CORE meeting (13/12/2012 - Brussels)
 
Present: Koen, Magali, Hans, Eduard, Nathalie, Jens, Pieterjan, Sven, Stefaan
 
As of this meeting a rotation system will be implemented to write the meeting minutes. 
Each meeting minutes will end with a TODO summary. 
 
1. Translations 
 
HelixLearning (NL) is busy translating the current Chamilo code. HoGent offered them 1 CSV 
file with all translations (variable, dutch translation, english translation). We don’t use the 
translate.chamilo.org website right now because we need to move fast. 
 
They currently work on 2 tracks:
- review current Dutch & English translations
- start translating to French & German
(done by translation bureau by the end of January/February 2012)
 
Can we convince them to pay for the Spanish translation too? Let’s wait until the current 
translation efforts are completed and available in Chamilo. 
 
2. Release planning (proposal)
 
Release 2.1
 
This release will be a major bugfix release scheduled around the end January 2012 and will 
consist of:
 
- current code in stable repositories (limit packages to the same as in 2.0 release)
- fixes for data corruption (Pieterjan will make some changes)
- CPO included with default data
- all available documentation will be included or made available through support website
- disable course types (refactoring needed)
 
The HoGent team will be responsible for this release (packaging & communication)
 
In the release communication it is vital to say that NO upgrade script is available to move from 
2.0 to 2.1 nor will we make a update script available between 2.1 and 2.x since we will move 
from 1 release-package to the package manager.  
 
All feedback & questions about this release will be forwarded to the Chamilo forum. We need a 
team to respons to those questions. Koen will try to form a group of volunteers from the users 
but all developers should do an extra effort to follow the fora. 
 
Release X
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This should be the first release using the package manager. It is clear that all production 
environments should use the package manager as update channel. 
 
From that moment the stable repositories will be used for bugfixing with a nightly build-script
and development repositories will be used for new development. So a direct connection with the 
code repositories is not desired anymore. 
 
Phase 1 
- refactoring course types
- internal linker 
Phase 2
- all new functionality currenly on dev repos
- all new features request implemented by HoGent, VUB & EhB team 
(detail lists of features/changes to be discussed on next meeting)
 
Time frame for this release: 
- feature freeze on dev repos (early May 2012)
- release ready (June 2012)
 
3. Progress report Package Manager (Sven)
 
The entire package manager flow consist of 2 parts:
- server side (package application)
- client side  (package manager in the Administration) 
 
Server side:
- script to retrieve bitbucket code works
- package application: serveral bugs fixed but all packages are now in the application
 
Client side: 
- connection/communication with package server works
- workflow for package installer changed (install, fail, revert options)
- currently busy with package updater (needs refactoring) 
 
 
Current problems:
- dependencies weblcms & tools (currently create 1 package, refactoring needed for indivual 
tool packages
 
Idea is to launch to package application as soon as possible and test extensive during the 
periode January - May 2012 before it is used with production systems. HoGent team will take 
the lead here. 
 
4. Feedback user group meeting
 
Since both groups, users & core, are now really launched it is important to create a ‘procedure’ 
on how the communcation between both group will be. Koen created some ‘functional analysis’ 



examples (see attachments) 
 
Idea is that all new feature requests or usability issues will follow the same template and be 
posted on the support website. It should be the starting point for discussion between users/
developers. 
 
Feedback from the developers:
- good starting point
- work in progress 
- let’s see how the users react and use it.  
 
Next user group meeting: Friday 27 January 2012 @ HoGent
 
5. Varia
 
- FOSDEM (http://fosdem.org/2012/call-for-stands): Koen has applied for a stand (2 tables). We 
will email a Doodle to all developers to come and help on the 2 FOSDEM days. 
 
- C2 code analysis in VUB: Overall feedback is very good but we lack good code 
documentation, unit tests, .. 
 
- BeNeLUG: we be started as soon as possible. Koen will write a small startup text with idea & 
philosophy behind the BeNeLUG 
 
Next meeting: 17 Januari 2012  (EhB - Brussels)
 
 
 
 
 
TODO Summary
 

What? Who? When?

Contact HelixLearning for 
Spanish translation

Koen end January 2012

Package next release HoGent team mid January 2012

Communication next release HoGent team mid January 2012

Meeting course type 
refactoring

Koen + HoGent team 21 December 2011

Finish PM + test phase HoGent team January-May 2012

   

 
 


